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FAHIM THE LITTLE CHESS PRINCE

Original version: French, Bengali (English subtitles) 
 

Director: Pierre François Martin-Laval

Opening date (France): October 16, 2019

Genre: Biopic, drama, comedy

Country of origin: France

Length: 107 minutes

North American Première

Recommended for 14 years and older
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SYNOPSIS

Forced to flee from his hometown in Bangladesh, eight-year-old chess prodigy Fahim arrives in 
Paris with his father. As a refused asylum they become illegal immigrants and spiral downwards into 
homelessness and desperation. By a stroke of luck, Fahim is introduced to one of France’s top chess 
coaches, Sylvain, who tutors him and gives him a sense of purpose - his struggles on the chessboard 
mirroring both his victories and his crushing defeats in his battle for a normal life.

REVIEWS

The film tells the story of a child who learns to live without his mother and without his father, far 
from home, from his roots and his language. Fahim’s tale is not only a moving account of the grim 
realities that underlie a supposedly caring society, but also a heartwarming testimony to a father’s 
determination, the kindness of strangers, and one small boy’s courageous will to succeed.
en.unifrance.org/movie/47272/fahim-the-little-chess-prince

Here’s a gentle yet passionate true story about a few human beings trying to do their best in life. 
Fahim (a fine Assad Ahmed) is a Bangladeshi boy who is a natural whiz at chess.

Believing in his son’s talent, his father leaves his family behind to take Fahim to France. There they 
confront the cold reality of so many refugees: lack of housing, money, work and a legal reason to stay 
in the country.

But then there is a chess school for youngsters run by a growling tyrant of an instructor played by the 
always-majestic Gérard Depardieu and his kind, sunny assistant, lovingly played by Isabelle Nanty. 
They take little Fahim in hand, but there are still many hurdles to surmount, mainly their lack of funds 
and the question of asylum.

Your heart will be in your throat for this stranded, but spunky father-son duo, so do run to this uplifting 
biography of the real Fahim Mohammed, directed by Pierre-François Martin-Laval.
Next time a man comes around selling roses at your restaurant table…buy one.

 — Neptune Ravar Ingwersen, Le News

DETAILS

LANGUAGE
Fahim and his father have to flee Bangladesh, their native country. For about 13 minutes the main 
protagonists speak bengali with each other and their family. The dialogues are subtitled in English.

When father and son arrive in France, Fahim starts learning French and becomes good at it whereas 
Nura has more difficulties with the language. His awkwardness becomes funny when he uses 
expressions and words at the wrong moment. Nura says “Bon appétit” to say goodbye at one point. 
He barges into Sylvain’s classroom qualifying his club as “rotten” [pourri] thinking he is paying tribute 
to the chess coach.

When Nura phones Mathilde from the police station where he is held up, he is able to use the 
expression Les carottes sont cuites (the goose is cooked) which is odd in his tragic arrest as an 
illegal immigrant.

https://en.unifrance.org/movie/47272/fahim-the-little-chess-prince
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As Fahim gets better in French, he learns about homophones and is able to give examples like la mer 
(the ocean/the sea) on top of the examples the teacher gave la mère (the mother) et le maire (the 
mayor).

Fahim’s friends teach him more colloquial language with slang and “verlan” words like relou or ouf 
both translated by jerk.

He says that his teacher’s feet stink which he distorts: instead of puent he pronounces pouent (like 
lice) and Nura hears pas de pieds (no feet). These moments give a comedic tone to the drama. 
Fahim also uses a slang expression to say he is hungry: j’ai la dalle.

Fahim increases his vocabulary of familiar language with words like tocard (loser), merde (for break a 
leg) or botter le cul (kick ass) which comes back a few times especially at the chess championship.

His friends go a notch up at the ultimate event that will reveal the champion. To pump themselves 
up, Fahim classmates say: on va les niquer (we will fuck them all). Sylvain, the teacher objects to 
their coarseness and suggest botter le cul. Among themselves, they teach Fahim other coarse 
expressions like casser les couilles (bust my balls).

Sylvain, the chess coach played by Gérard Depardieu, does not mince his words and expresses 
himself in casual, sometimes coarse, language. When he asks Fahim if he wants some sausage, 
he realizes that Fahim’s religion forbids him to eat pork. He, then, calls himself con [stupid in the 
subtitles]. He seems to be impatient at times and says putain, merde, fait chier which show as 
shit, dammit, pain in the ass in the subtitles. He uses slang words like clodos (vagrant), clopes 
(cigarettes), ritals or macaronis (wops). Another familiar word mon kiki (sweetie) is used by Max’s 
granny.

When Sylvain gets sometimes frustrated by his students, he says je t’étripe (I will tear you to shreds) 
twice in the film. He also ironically mirrors one of his pupils sentence by saying pourrait-on tenter de 
la fermer quand on ne sait rien? (perhaps you should shut up when you don’t know…).

When playing chess, the young players often say tu es mort (you are dead) to refer to a loss. Fressin, 
Sylvain’s rival chess coach, also uses the expression le baiser de la mort (the kiss of death) to speak 
of a defeat.

The film focuses in part on the chess game so it offers some specific jargon pertaining to that realm 
and discipline. Sylvain is able to give the history of the greatest chess players in the world as well as 
describing the moves that made them famous.

Racial slurs
Duffard, Fahim’s rival at chess, greets his opponent like this:
- D’habitude les Arabes jouent au foot [usually Arabs play soccer]. Fahim retorts with
- D’habitude les cons, ils jouent pas aux échecs [Usually idiots don’t play chess]
- Fressin does not use Fahim’s name to talk about him. He calls him Paki.
- When Sylvain pleads for Fahim to be included in the chess championship, he reminds Peroni, the 
head of the junior chess league, of the humiliations his family had to tolerate when coming to France. 
They were cruelly called ritals, macaronis (wops), demeaning words for Italians.

The young African youths who befriend Fahim also refer to the strength of the blacks. They speak of 
the racial type whereas Fahim spoke of the pawns.
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Slight sexual reference in tout chaud (wacko), the way the young chess students describe their 
coach Sylvain when he is around Mathilde.

Some of the dialogues are in the bengali language with English subtitles. Two words seem to come 
up: “donkey” about a reckless driver at the beginning of the film and as an insult to Sylvain by a 
frustrated Fahim. “asshole” is the other word read and uttered by an armed policeman during a tense 
verbal confrontation with Nura who fears for his life.

VIOLENCE 
The film opens with real archival images of a riot. Some kind of invisible projectiles fill the air with 
smoke. Armed men in uniform, shove, push, grab men by their collars. There is some kind of panic 
with people running all over the place. One of the armed men shoots a running young man and 
hits him in the leg. A red blood stain appears. Nura comes to the rescue of the runner but he is 
threatened by the armed man. Details of the riot are not close-up nor graphic. The injury of the 
running man is only seen from afar.

When Fahim and his dad pass the Bangladesh-India border, a young man is beaten and dragged by 
his feet. It is a brief, non-graphic scene that does set an atmosphere of tension and fear.
In the press kit, Pierre François Martin-Laval insists on the fact the wanted to show the reality of the 
violence that prevailed in Bangladesh in 2000. “The movie viewers had to understand why Fahim and 
his father had to leave Dacca.”

When Nura is seen by a policeman selling flowers and Eiffel Towers on the sly, he runs away until 
he is blocked by two other policemen who handcuff him. At the police station, Nura seems to have 
a panic attack when he is told his son will be taken away from him. The police tackle him, knock him 
down and bring him back to the chair.

Twice in the film Nura gently hits Fahim in the back of his head as a way of disapproving his son’s 
behaviour. The female director of the shelter for the asylum seekers is not happy with Nura telling him 
one never hits children.

NUDITY
None

SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
None 

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT/ MESSAGES
 � THE FILM AUDIENCE

Fahim is a film for all ages. The reasons for liking it are multiple. One can see a fairy tale (a child 
who fulfills his dream), a crazy loving bond (between son and father), the portrayal of a marvellously 
kind man (the chess coach), an initiation tale (the integration of a child foreigner), etc. I hope too that 
young people will identify with Fahim who, beyond learning how to become a man, is also learning 
through chess to plan his life. (Press kit)

 � AN ODE TO THE COURAGE AND DETERMINATION OF FATHER AND SON
Nura is ready to make all the sacrifices in the world to have his son develop his skills as a chess 
player. In spite of the humiliations his migrant status inflict on him, Nura holds on to his dignity and 
refuses to become a street beggar.
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His wandering is heart-breaking: hotel, the Seine banks, the shelter of asylum seekers, Créteil 
parking lots, subway stations, the migrants “jungle”…

Fahim is taken away from his dad to live here and there with his friends and at Sylvain’s. But he thinks 
that he is welcome out of pity.of the far right parties in Europe and in the States.

 � “OCCIDENTALIZATION” AND LEARNING FRENCH
All the scenes about Fahim’s integration are taken from Fahim Mohammad’s biographical book. They 
include the scene where Fahim, who used to eat with his hands, learns how to use a fork and a knife; 
the one also where he admits that punctuality is crucial if he does not want to get kicked out of the 
chess club…

These scenes are very significant as markers of Fahim’s integration process. Through them, I wanted 
people to sense how his father’s thoughts are stirring in his head father’s, torn between his pride to 
see his son adapt this new world and the sadness to feel he is getting away from him: integration 
always goes along with a loss of identity (Pierre François Martin-Laval)

 � THE FRENCH SOCIETY CONTRADICTIONS TOWARDS MIGRANTS

◊	 Humanism
-The Red Cross feeding and taking Fahim and his dad to a shelter
-Mathilde and Sylvain’s kindness in pressing forward to have Fahim take part in the France’s 
Chess championship.
-Fahim’s friends welcome and gifts: Max’s granny gives Fahim new running shoes for example.
-The shelter for the asylum seekers.

◊	 Cruelty
-How impersonal the immigration is when asking questions
-The translator’s dishonesty
-The police toughness
-The no-exception rule – all have to get out of the country.

“Fahim is also the real proof of the lack of logic that rules in all immigration cases without taking into 
account the fact that each individual is different. Of course, Fahim’s case is a good example in that 
direction and its fictionalization underlines its “fairy tale” aspect, but it has to be told that it is the story  
this ‘fairy tale” side that enables to effectively touch the viewer” (Press kit)

 �  A FILM BASED ON A TRUE STORY – A SUSPENSEFUL, VERY EMOTIONAL FILM
Pierre Francois Martin-Laval based his film on The King in Hiding, the autobiographical novel 
cowritten by Fahim Mohammad himself with Sophie Le Callenec and Xavier Parmentier (Fahim’s real 
life chess coach).

For about 6 months I dived at once into the chess world and that of the Bengali refugees who, I 
discovered, often live in unbearable fear and deprivation. It took me a long time for the film to mature, 
but I had to feel right to make it.

“Fahim was my first biopic: it forbade me to do anything idiotic. But with Patrick Godeau, my 
producer, we quickly agreed that we should work into the hyper realism of the story. Giving the film 
the truthiness of a documentary was undoubtedly the best way to pay tribute to Fahim and Nura, his 
father (…) We wanted a graphic film that conveyed the truth and the lived-in experience. We paid 
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very careful attention to everything linked to legislation, the rules for getting ID papers for asylum 
seekers, or the time given to the ones who had to be deported to their countries because their 
political refugee status was denied.

To be sure that we did not make any mistake, we went everywhere, visiting associations, shelters, 
police headquarters and government offices. No scene was shot without us checking its veracity. 
Even the scene with the interpreter who lies is authentic” (rough translation of  Pierre Francois Martin-
Laval’s views -  Press Kit )
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PHOTOS OF THE FILM

Nura and his son Fahim wander in Paris searching for shelter.

Fahim and his new friends in the shelter for asylum seekers.

Fahim meets his chess coach 
with Nura his dad watching 
him. Mathilde and the 
coach’s students are peeping 
through the glass door.
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Mathilde, the Créteil Chess Club manager.

 Sylvain speaks to the children 
with great pride : « I have seen 
dwarfs become giants. ».

The children listen to Sylvain and are falling asleep around Mathilde.


